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Schedule by Day
Descriptions by Subject
Knitting - Thursday
Knitting - Friday
Knitting - Saturday
Knitting - Sunday
Felting
Dyeing
Spinning
Weaving
Crochet
Miscellaneous

Schedule by Day
C=Crochet D=Dyeing F=Felting K=Knitting S=Spinning W=Weaving M=Fiber Prep/Misc

Thursday, March 10, 2022
Start

End

Name

Instructor/Location

1pm

4pm

Stranded Colorwork
(Fair Isle) - Beginning

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

1

1pm

5pm

Bobbin Lace Pendant

Prahba
Ramakrishnan
Classroom 3

1pm

4pm

Smooth Sailing:
Jogless Stripes in the
Round

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

1pm

7pm

Wet Felted Lattice
Scarf

Vicki Clontz
Classroom 10

2pm

3pm

Bind off at Both Ends

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

2

2pm

5pm

Easy Dye Silk Scarves

Theresa Brown
Classroom 7

2pm

5pm

Bind Offs for All
Occasions

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

2pm

4pm

Weaving a Waterfall
on a Circle Loom

Grace McFetters
Classroom 9

3pm

6pm

Hands on Angora
Rabbits

Elena Kenyon
Classroom 12

3pm

7pm

Mosaic Crochet

Karen Birbeck
Classroom 6

3

4pm

7pm

Waste Not: Triangular
Shawls

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

4:30pm

7:30p
m

No Alcohol Needed Steeks

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

4:30pm

7:30p
m

Ladderback Jacquard
for Stranded
Colorwork

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

4:30pm

7:30p
m

Intermediate Spinning:
Plying New Structures

Grace McFetters
Classroom 11

4

5pm

7pm

Introduction to Drop
Spindle

Hannah Smith
Classroom 9

5:30pm

7:30p
m

Knit a Sweater that
Fits

Amie Palmer
Classroom 3

6pm

7:30p
m

My Journey Through
Heritage Sheep
Breeds

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

5

Friday, March 11, 2022
Start

End

Name

Instructor/Location

8am

11am

Knit Faster with
Combination Knitting

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

8am

11am

Swatching for
Colorwork

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

8am

12pm

Intro to Brioche

Amie Palmer
Classroom 3

8am

11am

Introduction to Mosaic:
Fizzy Drinks

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

8am

11am

Rare Breed Trek - A
Hands on Exploration
of Historic Sheep
Breeds - For
SPINNERS

Amy Manko
Classroom 6

6

8am

2pm

Ecoprint on Silk and
Wool in Color

Theresa Brown
Classroom 7

8am

11am

Introducing the
Ouroboros Moebius

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

8am

11am

Wool and Other Fibers
- Selection,
Preparation and
Handling

Elaina Kenyon
Classroom 9

8am

2pm

Wool Geode Zippered
Necklace

Vicki Clontz
Classroom 10

8am

10am

Peg Loom Weaving

Alesia Moore
Classroom 11

7

9am

12pm

Beginning Spinning on
a Spinning Wheel

Julie Wilson
Classroom 5

11am

1pm

Adventures in Fiber
Blending
(drum carder, blending
board, hackles, etc.)

Alesia Moore & Grace
McFetters
Classroom 11

12pm

3pm

Seeing Double Knitting

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

12pm

3pm

Fixing Stranded (Fair
Isle) Mistakes

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

12pm

3pm

Why Can’t We All Just
Get Elongated?

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

8

12pm

1pm

Beginning Drop
Spindle

Chelsea Fehskens
Classroom 12

12pm

3pm

Fiber Across the
Wheel

Amy Manko
Classroom 6

12pm

3pm

Yarn Optimization:
How to Bring Out the
Best in Every Yarn

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

12pm

6pm

Stained Glass Shawl

Patti Barker
Classroom 9

9

1pm

2pm

I’ve Got This Yarn

Amie Palmer
Classroom 3

1pm

4pm

Beginning Spinning on
a Spinning Wheel

Julie Wilson
Classroom 5

2pm

3pm

Basic Tunisian
Coaster

Siobhan Boothe
Classroom 12

2pm

4pm

Needle Felted
Ornament

Alesia Moore
Classroom 11

3pm

7pm

Knit Your Bust Fitting
Sweater

Amie Palmer
Classroom 3

10

3pm

6pm

Double Layer Felted
Flowers

Vicki Clontz
Classroom 10

4pm

7pm

Now How Do I Finish?

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

4pm

6pm

Holding Yarns with
Two Hands for
Stranded Colorwork
Knitting

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

4pm

7pm

ABCs of Reading
Patterns and Charts

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

11

4pm

6pm

Beginner Crochet Throw Pillow Cover

Siobhan Boothe
Classroom

4pm

7pm

Sheep to Skein Processing Raw
Fleece for Funsies

Amy Manko
Classroom 6

4pm

7pm

Bring Out The Best in
Your Variegated Yarn

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

5pm

7pm

Wire Core Spinning

Alesia Moore
Classroom 11

12

Saturday, March 12, 2022
Start

End

Name

Instructor/Location

8am

11am

Oops! Now What Do I
Do?

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

8am

11am

Introduction to
Freeform Crochet

Lisa Doherty
Classroom 2

8am

4pm

Brioche Lace: Beyond
the Basic Stripes

Amie Palmer
Classroom 3

13

8am

12pm

Visible and Invisible
Mending

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

8am

11am

Fractally Speaking

Amy Manko
Classroom 6

8am

9am

Basic Tunisian
Coaster

Siobhan Boothe
Classroom 7

8am

11am

Cast on Cornucopia

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

14

8am

12pm

Shibori Felting

Patti Barker
Classroom 9

8am

2pm

Indigo Shibori

Crispin Kelli
Classroom 10

8am

9:30a
m

Crochet a Farmhouse
Rug in a Day

Alesia Moore & Grace
McFetters
Classroom 11

9am

12pm

Beginning Spinning on
a Spinning Wheel

Julie Wilson
Classroom 5

15

10am

11am

Crochet Socks are
Cool & Comfy

Siobhan Boothe

10am

12pm

Wool Bead Earrings

Vicki Clontz
Classroom 7

10:30a
m

12:30
pm

Punch Needle
Embroidery

Alesia Moore
Classroom 11

12pm

3pm

Practical Double
Knitting

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

12pm

3pm

Color Placement for
Stranded Colorwork

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

16

12pm

1pm

Beginning Drop
Spindle

Chelsea Fehskens
Classroom 12

12pm

3pm

Rare Breed Trek - A
Hands-On Exploration
of Historic Sheep
Breed - KNITTING

Amy Manko
Classroom 6

12pm

3pm

Edges Bordering on
Perfection

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

1pm

7pm

Socks Unlocked:
Knitting Toe-Up Socks
without a Pattern

Amy Snell
Classroom 4

17

1pm

4pm

Beginning Spinning on
a Spinning Wheel

Julie Wilson
Classroom 5

1pm

7pm

Ecoprint on Silk and
Wool Naturally

Theresa Brown
Classroom 7

1pm

5pm

Felt a Basket

Patti Barker
Classroom 9

1:30pm

3:30p
m

Express Yourself with
Fiber Blending

Alesia Moore
Classroom 11

2pm

3pm

Beginning Drop
Spindle

Chelsea Fehskens
Classroom 12

18

3pm

7pm

Wet Felted Wallet or
Mini-bag

Vicki Clontz
Classroom 10

4pm

7pm

Brioche Rosetta Stone

Jolie Elder
Classroom 1

4pm

7pm

Stranded Colorwork
(Fair Isle) Beyond
Beginning

Varian Brandon
Classroom 2

4pm

5pm

Beginner Crochet in
the Round

Siobhan Boothe

4pm

6pm

Wool Applique

Grace McFetters
Classroom 6

19

4pm

7pm

Lazy Knitter’s Guide to
Pattern Stitches

Margaret Radcliffe
Classroom 8

4pm

7pm

Needle Felted
Tapestry

Alesia Moore
Classroom 11

20

Sunday, March 13, 2022 At the Ramada
10am

1pm

Bead Crochet
Bracelets

Jolie Elder
Ramada Classroom 1

10am

1pm

Beginning Tatting

Anitra Stone
Ramada Classroom 2

10am

11:30
am

Introduction to
Blocking

Amie Palmer
Ramada Classroom 3

12pm

1pm

I’ve Got This Yarn

Amie Palmer
Ramada Classroom 3

2pm

6pm

Sew a Coil Basket with

Grace McFetters
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Core-spun Yarn

Ramada Classroom 1

2pm

5pm

Freeform Bandana
Cowl

Lisa Doherty
Ramada Classroom 2

2pm

6pm

Introduction to Lace

Amie Palmer
Ramada Classroom 3

Descriptions by Subject
Knitting - Thursday
Title: Stranded Colorwork (Fair Isle) - Beginning
Instructor: Varian Brandon
Class Fee: $60
Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022 1pm-4pm Class Code: K001
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: The class explores the technique of Stranded Colorwork Knitting using a headband pattern
which can be expanded into a hat…for those who just can’t stop this extremely addictive form of knitting.
This is a beginning class for knitters who are fascinated with what can be accomplished using only two
colors per one round.
Students Will Learn: Brief history of stranded colorwork knitting; Holding yarns in two hands; Reading
charts; Catching long floats; Adding new yarns, securing old yarns; Yarn dominance
Required Skills: Knit Stitch
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Students Should Bring: 2 colors...one light, one dark. Worsted or DK weight yarn... solid or tonal colors,
no novelty. Approx. 50 yrds eac; 2-24" circular needles OR 1-16" circular needle OR 1 set double pointed
needles in appropriate size for yarn selected.
Homework: None
Title: Smooth Sailing: Jogless Stripes in the Round
Instructor: Amy Snell
Class Fee:$60
Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 1pm-4pm Class Code: K002
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Do you get annoyed by the “jog” at the start of each new color when you knit stripes in the
round? In this class, we’ll practice several different ways to avoid this jog and discuss the pros and cons
of each technique. You’ll also learn techniques that are applicable to any project worked in the round,
including how to join without twisting and how to make a smooth, invisible join in your cast-ons and
bind-offs.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn several different methods for eliminating the jog at the start of a
new round of striped knitting. We will also cover how to cast on in the round seamlessly and how to join
the bind off without a seam or jog in the cast-off row.
Required Skills: Students should be able to cast on, bind off, knit, purl, work in the round.
Students Should Bring: Worsted weight yarn in two contrasting colors and your choice of dpn, magic
loop, or two circular needles in a compatible size (US #7-9) suitable for working in the round OR your
preferred weight yarn and matching needles, scissors, stitch markers, a tapestry needle.
Homework: None.
Title: Bind off at Both Ends
Instructor: Jolie Elder
Class Fee: $20
Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 2pm-3pm Class Code: K003
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: We’ve all seen the instruction: Bind off # of stitches, work to end, turn, bind off same # of
stitches. But then one edge of the work is one row taller! Eliminate that extra row by learning how to bind
off at the end of the row.
Students Will Learn: a trapped bind-off
Required Skills: Knowledge of how to trap a carried yarn in stranded color knitting is advantageous.
Students Should Bring: class yarn (smooth, non-splitting, light or bright or medium color) needles to
work that yarn, waste yarn to practice trapping
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Bind Offs for All Occasions
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 2pm-5pm Class Code: K004
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Bored using the same old bind off? Does it look too tight or just plain ugly? Learn bind offs
to use when shaping or seaming, to make gathers or add fringes, in textured patterns, cables and multiple
colors. Fix problems with bind offs that are too tight or too loose and learn to make that last loop look
neat. Class provides hand-on practice in all these techniques with ample opportunity to ask questions. Be
prepared for any terminal knitting situation.
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Students Will Learn: Basic bind off using a crochet hook, SSK bind off, 3-needle bind off , smooth
sloped bind off for shoulder shaping, binding off in pattern, firm gathered bind off (1-over-2), two-row for
fringes, yarn over bind off for a stretchy edge, picot bind off, i-cord bind off, sewn bind off, tubular bindoff
Required Skills: Cast on, knit, purl, increase and decrease
Students Should Bring: n/a
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: 13 swatches. See linked document.
Title: Waste Not: Triangular Shawls
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 4pm-7pm Class Code: K005
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: If you stash or spin, then sometimes what you have is all there is. We will look at how to knit
triangular shawls without running out of yarn. We’ll consider the pros and cons of top-down, bottom-up,
and side-to-side construction and simple variants that stay put on your shoulders. We will look at how to
knit until you run out of yarn or swatch so that you know your limits. If you have been thinking about
designing your own shawl, this class will give you the initial building blocks.
Students Will Learn: trivia cast-on, garter tab beginning, where to increase to produce various shapes,
how to use a scale for yarn management and project planning, considerations for edge treatments,
notches to improve wearability. There will be shawls to try on so you can decide what you like best.
Required Skills: Students should know how to knit, purl, increase, and decrease.
Students Should Bring: class yarn (smooth, non-splitting, light or bright or medium color) for swatching,
needles to work that yarn (short dpns very helpful but not required), stitch markers, waste yarn for vertical
lifelines and provisional cast-on.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: No Alcohol Needed - Steeks
Instructor: Varian Brandon Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 4:30pm-7:30pm Class Code: K006
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: In this class, we will explore the use of steek stitches and how to secure them (or not) both
before and after cutting. Students will come to class with a homework swatch which will be cut during
class time. The easiest way to get over your fear is to just do it! Then you can and move on to enjoying
the benefits of this historic construction technique. The alcohol will then be less of a fortification and more
of a celebration.
Students Will Learn: Understanding steek stitches and how they are used
Required Skills: familiar with stranded colorwork techniques helpful, but not necessary
Students Should Bring: For Homework Swatches - Worsted or DK weight yarn... solid or tonal colors,
no novelty. 40 yrds each. Needles in appropriate size for yarn selected.
For Class - Homework swatch(es), Small sharp scissors, Crochet hook same size as knitting needles,
Working yarn in different color than homework swatch – 20 yrds., 1 - circular needle, 2 sizes smaller than
needle use for swatch. Any length.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: See linked document.
Title: Ladderback Jacquard for Stranded Colorwork
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Instructor: Amy Snell Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 4:30pm-7:30pm Class Code: K007
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Once you add this technique to your knitting toolbox, you may never want to go back to any
other method of carrying floats. The ladderback jacquard technique will improve the tension of your
stranded knitting while allowing you to span much larger areas between stitches. This knitting method
adds stretch to the floats while preventing the alternate color from peeking through, and can be applied to
nearly any form of stranded knitting. For designers or those who like to tweak their projects, incorporating
this technique means you can design without limits on the space between alternating motifs.
Students Will Learn: To create extremely long floats in stranded knitting using the ladderback technique
Required Skills: Students should already be familiar with knitting colorwork.
Students Should Bring: Worsted weight yarn in two contrasting colors and your choice of needles in a
compatible size (US #7-9) suitable for working a small-circumference project in the round (dpns, magic
loop, or two circulars).
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: Cast on 40 stitches and join to work in the round. With the same color, knit 3 rounds of
stockinette stitch.

Title: Knit a Sweater that Fits
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $8
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 5:30pm-7:30pm Class Code: K008
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Are you too worried about sizing to even try to knit a sweater? Do your knitting needles
produce randomly sized sweaters? Before you cast on a single stitch, ensure that the sweater you knit will
fit by using techniques from this class to select your size, make modifications based on gauge, and
customize the fit for a sweater that fits!
Students Will Learn: Body Measurements, choosing a sweater size, adjusting for gauge
Required Skills: Ability to Knit and Purl recommended
Students Should Bring: Calculator (the one on your phone will work), writing utensil, flexible tape
measure
Materials Fee Includes: pattern
Homework: none

Knitting - Friday
Title: Knit Faster with Combination Knitting
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-11am Class Code: K101
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Do you dread 1×1 ribbing? Are your ssk decreases less tidy than your k2tog? Are you a
continental knitter who hates purling? Do you have trouble working make1-left and make1-right? Learn
how to combination knit and when to use it to make your knitting both more pleasant to do and more
beautiful as a finished product.
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Students Will Learn: how to work stockinette in combination knitting, how to work ribbing in combination
knitting, how to work combination knitting in the round, how to use combination knitting to set up
decreases, a slick way to never lose your place when making increases for toe-up socks
Required Skills: Students need to be able to work in the round, make decreases, and not fear a basic
chart.
Students Should Bring: 2 homework swatches in class yarn (smooth, non-splitting, light or bright or
medium color), needles to work both flat and in the round, possibly extra sizes of needles
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: Two swatches with live stitches ready to go in class.
Swatch 1: With class yarn and appropriate needles, cast on 24 stitches and work back and forth a few
rows to establish stockinette fabric (RS knit, WS purl).
Swatch 2: With class yarn and appropriate needles for working in the round, cast on an even number of
stitches and establish a few rounds of 1×1 ribbing.
See pictures here.
Title: Swatching for Colorwork
Instructor: Varian Brandon Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-11am Class Code: K110
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Cap, Flat, Cut, Speed All of these are types of gauge swatches...for colorwork knitting. All
are designed to get around the dreaded "purl stitch". Join us as we will look at each swatch type and
discuss how they can help you get better gauge for your colorwork knitting.
Students Will Learn: How to knit swatches that work best for colorwork knitted in the round. Taking
accurate gauge measurements on these swatches.
Required Skills: Knit stitch, Familiar with stranded colorwork
Students Should Bring: 2 colors...one light, one dark. Worsted or DK weight yarn... solid or tonal colors,
no novelty. Approx 40 yrds of each. 1-24" circular needles in appropriate size for yarn selected.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: With light colored yarn and circular needle, cast on 32 sts.
Title: Intro to Brioche
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-12pm Class Code: K111
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Learn the basics of two-color brioche knitting by making a chunky cowl. Starting with a
super stretchy cast on, the class progresses to brioche knit and brioche purl. To complete your project,
finish up with a super-stretchy bind off to match.
Students Will Learn: Two color Brioche stitches in the round and appropriate matching cast on and bind
off.
Required Skills: Must be able to confidently cast on and knit and purl in the round
Students Should Bring: Two skeins of chunky yarn in different colors (Examples include Malabrigo
Chunky and Cascade Eco +), 16” circular needles to match (probably US Size 10 or 11), Stitch marker to
fit on needles.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Introduction to Mosaic: Fizzy Drinks
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Instructor: Amy Snell Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $5
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-11:00am Class Code: K112
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: This is the pattern that breaks all the rules! Make fun color patterns without carrying more
than one yarn; don’t weave in a single end, even if you are working in 10 colors; cut up your knitting
without fear! Fizzy Drinks is the perfect way to learn mosaic knitting. At the end of your project, you'll have
a new skill and a very functional felted coaster. In this class we will create a smaller sized version of the
Fizzy Drinks pattern, creating a single coaster.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn the basics of mosaic knitting and how to work mosaic
patterning. Students will also learn how to felt knitted objects.
Required Skills: Students should know how to cast on, knit, purl, and bind off.
Students Should Bring: Students will need at least 30 yards of each of two contrasting colors of
NON-SUPERWASH worsted-weight yarn such as Cascade 220, plus a sharp pair of scissors and your
usual notions bag. Additional colors of the same weight of non-superwash yarn can make the project
even more fun. Please be aware that if your yarn is listed as being machine washable, it will not work for
this project.
Materials Fee Includes: The Fizzy Drinks felted coasters pattern
Homework: none
Title: Introducing the Ouroboros Moebius
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-11am Class Code: K113
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 16
Description: A new (and very easy) approach to the seamless knitted moebius. No particular cast on,
advanced techniques, or special needles are required to make this versatile moebius scarf--you don't
even need to know how to purl! You'll make a small sample moebius in class to learn this simplified
approach and we'll discuss options for color, texture, and joining that allow for infinite variations, plus
discussion of how to apply the same approach to constructing other garments.
Students Will Learn: How to cast on, work the first "round", join it into a moebius, continue to build it,
and taper to end it. While they are knitting the small sample project, we will discuss variations and
embellishments that they can experiment with. Class will also include how to use these techniques to
build other types of garments and accessories.
Required Skills: Must know how to cast on and knit.
Students Should Bring: Ball of worsted weight yarn (self-striping yarn preferred, but may be solid or
variegated. Should be a smooth yarn, in light colors, so it’s easy to see what you’re doing). Needles sized
to make a medium fabric in garter stitch (gauge of 5-6 stitches per inch). Short straight needles or a short
(16”) circular needle are preferred. Split markers or small safety pins (at least 6). Crochet hook same size
as needles. Yarn needle.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: See linked document.
Title: Seeing Double Knitting
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K114
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
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Description: Double-knitting (i.e. reversible stockinette) is an unfairly feared technique that produces a
flat fabric with no wrong side. While it can be used for a whole garment, it also works great for button
bands, collars, hoods, or other areas where both sides will show. And it makes fabulous color work
blankets with no floats waiting to be snagged! If you can knit 1×1 ribbing, you are ready to learn basic
two-color, negative mirror-image, stockinette-on-both-sides double-knitting.
Students Will Learn: basic stockinette-faced double-knitting, reading a double-knitting chart, cast-on
options
Required Skills: Students should be comfortable with 1×1 ribbing.
Students Should Bring: two colors of class yarn (smooth, non-splitting, light or bright or medium color)
needles a size smaller than what you typically choose for this yarn double-pointed needles
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Fixing Stranded (Fair Isle) Mistakes
Instructor: Varian Brandon Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K115
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Wrong color in the right place? One round too many? Or too few? Need to rip it out and
start again? Not always. Let’s look at the possibilities of correcting mistakes in your colorwork knitting.
For this class, student will work on a homework swatch with mistakes built in. We will correct these
missteps in class.
Students Will Learn: Fixing some simple and a couple of more complicated mistakes without ripping out
whole project
Required Skills: experience with stranded colorwork techniques
Students Should Bring: 2 colors...one light, one dark. DK weight yarn... solid or tonal colors, no novelty.
Approx. 40 yrds each; 1-24" circular needle, US 4; 1- any length circular needle, US 1or 2
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: See linked document.
Title: Why Can’t We All Just Get Elongated
Instructor: Amy Snell Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K116
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Introduce some whimsy into your knitting by playing with elongated stitches. In this class,
we’ll explore several fun new stitch patterns including multi-row elongated straight and sloped stitches, dip
stitches, and the Indian cross stitch. We’ll see how stacking and alternating these stitches takes our
knitting in new and inspiring directions.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn the Indian cross stitch, and the lattice stitch, several different
methods of working elongated stitches of different lengths, how to multi-wrap a stitch, how to slip
multi-wrapped stitches, how to slip elongated stitches diagonally, how to work the "dip" stitch, and
dropped elongated stitches.
Required Skills: Students should be able to cast on, bind off, , knit, purl, increase, decrease and slip
stitches.
Students Should Bring: About 30 yards of worsted weight yarn and compatible-size (US #7-9) needles
for working flat. If desired, worsted weight yarn in a second color for experimentation. Your regular notions
bag.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
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Homework: Cast on 30 stitches and work two rows of garter stitch, followed by four rows of stockinette
stitch, working flat.
Title: Yarn Optimization: How to Bring Out the Best in Every Yarn
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K117
Maximum # of Students: 30
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Whether handspun or millspun, from dependable sheep’s wool to tricky rayon, every yarn is
individual. Each type of fiber, from a specific breed of sheep or other fiber-bearing animals, from plants
like bamboo, hemp and flax, or manmade or remanufactured, brings its own distinct benefits and
challenges to a knitting project. Yarn structure also plays a major role in the qualities of the knitted fabric,
whether it be single-ply, multi-ply, cabled, bouclé, or core-spun. Learn to evaluate the potentials of your
particular yarn and techniques for ensuring success in your hand knit garments. We will cover the role of
garment architecture and fit, sizing borders, alternatives to ribbing, ways to prevent sagging and biasing in
inelastic fibers, and pattern stitches and seaming techniques to stabilize garments. Students will take
home a better grasp of yarn behavior and a small arsenal of techniques for best results.
Students Will Learn: How knitted garments behave differently depending on the characteristics of the
yarn (elasticity, memory/rebound, density, drape,etc.); The effect of the underlying fiber (high crimp wool
vs. low crimp wool vs. other animal fibers, plant fibers, remanufactured fibers, silk, etc.) on the yarn and
the knitted fabric. Which garment structures work best with which types of fibers and yarns (i.e. when
seams are required to support the garment vs. when circular construction is acceptable). How to select
pattern stitches and construct borders to prevent stretching and stabilize fibers and yarns prone to
stretching. How to test and plan for shrinkage and stretching.
Required Skills: Class is open to all levels, but students will find it most helpful if they have already
knitted several garments. Must be able to cast on, bind off, knit, purl, and work simple pattern stitches.
Students Should Bring: • One ball of yarn in each of these five categories for knitting homework
swatches. Bring leftover yarn to class. Yarn can be hand or mill spun. All yarns should be 100% one fiber,
not blended with anything else.
1. Animal fiber such as mohair, cashmere, angora, alpaca (NOT blended with wool). Could also
use yarn spun from a longwool sheep (Teeswater, Cotswold, Leicester Longwool, or Lincoln).
2. Vegetable fiber such as bamboo (not remanufactured), cotton, hemp, linen
3. Silk or a remanufactured fiber such as rayon, tencel, or seacell
4. Textured yarn (bouclé, crepe, thick-and-thin, core-spun, tail-spun, railroad yarn, chenille,
eyelash, or any other complex or textured structure).
5. Smooth, stretchy, worsted weight wool.
• Needles in the sizes used to knit homework, plus needles 2 and 4 sizes smaller.
• Small amount of fingering weight ~100% wool yarn (sock yarn works well) in a color to match or
complement the other yarns.
• If you have them, a successful or unsuccessful garment knit in yarn from one of the 5 categories of yarn.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: 5 swatches. See linked document.
Title: Knit Your Bust Fitting Sweater Ever!
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $8
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 3:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K118
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
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Description: Tired of gapping button bands? Is your sweater too big in the shoulders, neck and arms if it
fits your bust? Learn how to customize existing patterns with shaping and bust darts to get your bust
fitting sweater ever!
Students Will Learn: Adjusting standard sweater patterns for bust sizes proportionally larger than torso
Required Skills: Ability to Cast On, Knit and Purl confidently.
Students Should Bring: 2 distinct colors of DK or worsted weight yarn and needles to match
(approximately US Size 7 suggested) to make a bust dart swatch.
Materials Fee Includes: Pattern
Homework: Cast on 50 stitches and knit 6 rows.
Title: Now How Do I Finish?
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K119
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Seams can bedevil even the best knitter and make a great project merely good. Tame the
beast now! In this class students will seam stockinette stitch, garter stitch, and ribbing in pattern. We’ll
practice grafting for sock toes, and end with two different versions of three-needle bind off.
Students Will Learn: How to: plan for success before you start, seam garter stitch, seam stockinette
stitch (i.e. using mattress stitch), seam 2×2 ribbing to stay in pattern, graft stockinette (Kitchener stitch),
work three-needle bind-off, work flat (Japanese) three-needle bind-off
Required Skills: Students should be able to knit, purl, and work in the round.
Students Should Bring: homework swatch still on the needles, blunt tapestry needle for sewing seams,
contrasting waste yarn (optional, I’ll bring some to share), crochet hook (optional, borrow from me if you
don't have one)
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: Homework swatch to be seamed. See directions here.
Title: Holding Yarns with Two Hands for Stranded Colorwork Knitting
Instructor: Varian Brandon Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 4:00pm-6:00pm Class Code: K120
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Western in the right. Continental in the left. In this class, we will walk through holding yarns
in two hands as students will work on a simple colorwork motif. Did you know the yarns will twist less with
a 2-handed hold? Additionally, we will go through catching long floats with each hand step by step. Both
are nice skills to learn for colorwork and Fair Isle knitting.
Students Will Learn: Holding yans in two hands; Catching long floats with two-handed hold; Other uses
for weaving yarns in stranded colorwork
Required Skills: familiarity with stranded colorwork techniques
Students Should Bring: 2 colors...one light, one dark of worsted or DK weight yarn (no novelty); 2-24"
circular needles OR 1-32" circular needle OR 1–16” circular needles OR 1 set double pointed needles in
appropriate size for yarn selected.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: Cast on 80 sts with either color yarn. Join to knit in round. Knit 3 rounds.
Title: ABCs of Reading Patterns and Charts
Instructor: Amy Snell Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K121
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Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Learn how to read and understand knitting charts, their symbols, and how instructions are
expressed. This class will also cover how to knit from charts and how to understand knitting schematics.
Students Will Learn: To read and understand knitting patterns, charts, and symbols.
Required Skills: Students should know how to knit.
Students Should Bring: 10-20 yards of yarn in one or two colors and needles in the appropriate size, for
knitting flat.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Bring out the Best in your Variegated Yarn
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K122
Maximum # of Students: 30
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Love that multicolor yarn? Hate the way it looks when you knit it? Whip those handpainted
and variegated yarns into submission! Learn to bring out the best in your variegated yarn, how to avoid
striping and pooling, highlight desired colors, and emphasize texture. Review a variety of yarns and learn
their properties, while knitting swatches to experiment with textured pattern stitches, multiple strands of
yarn, and varying stitch counts. Also learn how to recognize which garments will work best with
variegated yarn.
Students Will Learn: How to expect different types of variegated yarns to behave in knitting garments
depending on the length of each color segment, whether the colors have a regular repeat (i.e. are space
dyed), how long the repeat is in relation to the stitch count, how the appearance of flat knitting will differ
from circular knitting, how shaping affects the colors, how to prevent pooling, incorporating pattern
stitches and combining yarns.
Students will be given some in-class exercises to get them started experimenting with their yarn, including
slipping and purling stitches based on color and combining yarns in stripes. Students will view a large set
of sample swatches, select the pattern stitches that interest them, and swatch samples in class.
Teacher will display a large number of finished garments incorporating the techniques discussed (pattern
stitches, combining yarns in stripes, slipped stitch patterns, stranded knitting, and intarsia).
Required Skills: knit, purl, cast on, bind off, increase and decrease
Students Should Bring: Worsted weight variegated yarn that changes color every 1 to 9" and a
matching or contrasting solid yarn for swatching. Needles in a size appropriate for this yarn; a circular
needle or set of dp needles in the same size; needles 2 and 4 sizes larger.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework:One swatch. See linked document.

Knitting - Saturday
Title: Oops! Now What Do I Do?
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-11:00am Class Code: K223
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: You too can be a knitting surgeon! This class will teach you how to fix mistakes. We will
explore and practice how to use a lifeline, when to frog (i.e. rip back), when to tink (unknit backward), and
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when to drop stitches and pick them up. You’ll even practice how to correct an incorrectly crossed cable.
This class is always empowering!
Students Will Learn: tips and tricks for not making mistakes in the first place; using a lifeline
un-knitting — i.e. tinking; ripping — i.e. frogging; dropping a single wale in stockinette and latching it back
up; dropping a single wale in garter and latching it back up; dropping multiple wales and latching them
back up; dropping a mistaken cable and working it back up in pattern; time permitting: fixing lace
time permitting: fixing a tear or rip
Required Skills: Homework swatch involves knit, purl, and cables but no shaping. Students should be
able to differentiate between a knit and a purl stitch.
Students Should Bring: homework swatch still on the needles; crochet hook; non-slippery
double-pointed needles (I’ll bring mine to loan for students who don’t have any.)
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: Yes, the swatch to be fixed. See directions here.
Title: Brioche Lace: Beyond the Basic Stripes
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $160 Materials Fee: $8
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-4:00pm Class Code: K224
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 14
Description: If you've got the concept of the basic brioche stitches but you want to do those fascinating
lace patterns, this is your next step. We'll cast on for a scarf to learn how to work brioche flat and then
cover the increases and decreases that make the magic happen. Along the way, we'll cover
troubleshooting and tips to recover from mistakes.
Students Will Learn: Brioche lace stitches and troubleshooting
Required Skills: Student must be able to cast on, knit and purl proficiently. Experience with basic lace,
chart reading, and brioche stitch extremely helpful.
Students Should Bring: 2 distinct colors of DK or worsted weight yarn and CIRCULAR needles at least
24" long to match yarn (usually US Size 7 or close, length not extremely important
Materials Fee Includes: pattern
Homework: none
Title: Visible and Invisible Mending
Instructor: Amy Snell Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-12:00pm Class Code: K225
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: A hole or snag doesn’t have to mean the end of your precious handknit items. Learn how to
extend the life of your knitwear by mending it, either invisibly or with stitches that are meant to be seen
and admired. In this class you’ll learn several different methods for repairing damage and when to use
each, including duplicate stitch, traditional darning, and re-knitting small sections of fabric row by row.
Students Will Learn: Duplicate stitch, traditional darning, rebuilding knit fabric.
Required Skills: Students should be able to cast on, bind off, knit, purl, and work in the round.
Students Should Bring: Approximately 10 extra yards of the worsted weight yarn used to knit your
swatch, plus at least 10 yards of worsted weight yarn in each of two different colors that contrast with your
swatch yarn, dpns at least two sizes smaller than the needles used in your swatch, locking stitch markers
or coil-less safety pins, a tapestry needle, and a crochet hook in size H, I, or J (5.0 , 5.5, or 6.0 mm).
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: Using a smooth, light color worsted weight yarn and straight needles to suit (usually US#
7-9), make a flat swatch. Cast on 40 stitches and knit 5 inches in stockinette. Bind off and cut the yarn.
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Title: Cast on Cornucopia
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-11:00am Class Code: K226
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Still using the same cast on you learned when you started knitting? It’s time to explore
some of the many different ways to start your knitting. Learn tough cast ons for kids’ garments, stretchy
ones for cuffs, decorative cast ons and tailored hems, multicolor cast ons that can add decorative edges
to a solid garment or complement complicated color work. Even several easy “provisional” cast ons that
can be removed to make hems or add borders later.
Students Will Learn: Knitted and cable cast on. Ribbed cable cast on for K1 P1 ribbing. Decorative cast
ons (ruffled and eyelet/lace edge). Provisional cast ons (waste yarn and ravel cord), to make a hem or
tubular cast on. Channel Islands cast on. Longtail cast on using two colors and alternating two colors
Cabled cast on alternating colors. Ways to make the cast on more durable.
Required Skills: Must know at least one cast on. Must have basic knitting skills (knit, purl, increase,
decrease, and bind off).
Students Should Bring: Plain, smooth, light-colored worsted weight yarn. A stretchy wool yarn is best.
Set of double pointed needles in size appropriate for yarn. Sharp scissors. Circular needle same size or
smaller. Small amount of contrast color worsted weight yarn (at least 5 yards).
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Practical Double Knitting
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K227
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Two-color double-knitting is nice enough, but what if you want to move beyond
positive-negative blankets? What if you want purls on the public side as well as knits? In this class you
will learn how to knit letters that read properly from both sides of the fabric. You will also explore making
purls show, and how to produce reversible corrugated ribbing to perfectly finish your Fair Isle sweaters.
Students will learn textured patterned double-knitting and double-faced double-knitting (two-sided fabric
with sides that are not mirror images).
Students Will Learn: how to make purls show on both sides of the work; how to make knits show on one
side and purl show on the other; how to make reversible corrugated ribbing; how to make words read
correctly from both sides; how to design your own projects in this technique; how to read the
discombobulating charts
Required Skills: Students must already have completed a double knit project — a bookmark or potholder
is fine.
Students Should Bring: class yarn (smooth, non-splitting, light or bright or medium color) in two colors
needles to work that yarn in double knitting (probably a size smaller than for stockinette)
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: No homework, but students must already know how to work regular two-color
double-knitting.
Title: Color Placement for Stranded Colorwork
Instructor: Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $5
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Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K228
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Fascinated with the color placement in the traditional Fair Isle motifs? Wanna try your hand
at some designs on your own? In this class, we will take at look at traditional Fair Isle motifs and use
some simple guidelines to place colors to create beautiful patterns. This class is 3 hours of dedicated time
for swatching for color.
Students Will Learn: guidelines for color placement; time to work with colorwork swatches to try
colorways
Required Skills: familiar with stranded colorwork
Students Should Bring: US 4 circular needles, any length
Materials Fee Includes: yarn for class project
Homework: none
Title: Rare Breed Trek - A Hands-On Exploration of Historic Sheep Breeds - KNITTING
Instructor: Amy Manko Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K229
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 15
Description: In this class we will compare, contrast, prep, and knit samples of yarn from 3-5 heritage or
rare breeds of sheep, learning both history and applications for today.
Students Will Learn: In this class we will compare, contrast, and knit swatches of 3-5 heritage or rare
breeds of sheep, learning both history and applications for today.
Required Skills: Students must be able to knit, purl, cast on and bind off.
Students Should Bring: Please bring a selection of needles and note-taking equipment
Materials Fee Includes: Mini skeins of yarn of the breeds we will study in the class.
Homework: none
Title: Edges Bordering on Perfection
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: K230
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Perfect borders can be a pain to pick up. Learn how to pick up and complete your borders
perfectly every time. During this fast-paced workshop, you’ll work with five types of edges, learning to
prepare your edges to make picking up a breeze, several pickup techniques, how to determine exactly the
right number of stitches for each border, how to prevent curved borders from flaring, and how to enclose
an edge so it looks great inside and out, plus small but essential details like making the ends of your
button bands look perfect.
Students Will Learn: Two ways to pick up and knit along a plain garter stitch edge (a whole stitch and a
half stitch from the edge). A better slipped stitch edge (twisted chain). Two ways to pick up along a
slipped garter stitch edge (pick up and knit into the back of the slipped stitch or slip a needle into all the
slipped stitches). Picking up along a bottom or top edge and picking up along a side edge, with the correct
ratio of stitches to pick up. Picking up along a curved edge, with the correct ratio of stitches to pick up.
Shaping a curved border to prevent flaring. Easy tricks to make the ends of button and buttonhole bands
look neat.
Required Skills: cast on, knit, purl, slip, work basic pattern stitches (garter, stockinette, ribbing), increase,
decrease, and bind off.
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Students Should Bring: Plain, smooth, light-colored, worsted weight wool yarn in two contrasting colors.
The yarns should be identical in weight and fiber content. Note that wool or wool blend yarns will be
stretchy and much easier to work with in class than yarns with no elasticity. Needles sized appropriately
for the yarn (US#6-8/4-5 mm), needles two sizes smaller and three sizes smaller. Hang tags (to label your
swatches). Other basic tools, like scissors.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: 3 swatches. See linked document.
Title: Socks Unlocked: Knitting Toe-Up Socks Without a Pattern
Instructor: Amy Snell Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 1:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K231
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Whether this is your first foray into sock knitting or a chance to add new skills to your
knitting toolbox, you’ll come away from this class knowing how to knit socks for any foot, at any gauge,
without referring to a pattern. In this 6-hour class you’ll work a complete sample-sized sock as you learn
how to cast on seamlessly, work short-row heels with mini gussets, integrated ribbing, and stretchy
bind-offs. We’ll also cover tips for measuring the foot, adjustments for leg shaping, and how and when to
add patterning.
Students Will Learn: To knit socks without a pattern, at any gauge; including an improved version of
Judy’s Magic Cast On, how to work integrated mini gussets and short-row heels, and stretchy options for
binding off.
Required Skills: Students must know how to cast on, bind off, knit, purl, increase, decrease, and work in
the round, and already be familiar with working on dpns, magic loop, or two circular needles.
Students Should Bring: At least 100 yards of DK or worsted-weight yarn in a solid light color, two short
(16'-24') circular needles in the size appropriate to the yarn (If you are already comfortable with using
magic loop or dpns to work in the round you are welcome to knit that way instead, but the class will
primarily focus on using two short circular needles.), tapestry needle, scissors, measuring tape, stitch
markers.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Brioche Rosetta Stone
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K232
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: It seems brioche is having a moment, especially in the work of Stephen West or Nancy
Marchant. Do the directions look like Greek to you? How do I “bark” or “burp” in knitting? What does it
mean to work the right-side twice without turning? What’s knitting in the stitch below? Students will leave
ready to work brioche patterns regardless of how they are described.
Students Will Learn: how to make check pattern/pearl brioche/pearl patent using the knit into the stitch
below method; how to make the same fabric using the yarn-over and slip 1 method; bark and burp; how to
translate between the two methods; how to work a small net pattern; how to work the brioche
net/honeycomb brioche/double brioche pattern using the knit into the stitch below method; how to work
column pattern/brioche pinstripes (if time permits; if not, the instructions are in the handout)
Required Skills: Students should already know knit, purl, slip, and yarn over.
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Students Should Bring: class yarn (smooth, non-splitting, light or bright or medium color) in at least 2
contrasting colors; long dpns or circular needles to work that yarn (you need tips at both ends — regular
straight knitting needles will not work) one size smaller than what you would usually use to work this yarn
another needle a size larger than what you would usually use (just for casting on)
Note: As this is an awkward technique at first, I’ll be asking everyone to knit simultaneously and please
wait for everyone to catch up before going on to the next row. If waiting makes you twitchy, please bring
some “tv knitting” you can pick up and put down.
Materials Fee Includes: $0
Homework: none
Title: Stranded Colorwork (Fair Isle) - Beyond Beginning
Instructor: Varian Brandon Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K233
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: You have taken a beginning stranded colorwork class and have more questions. How long
do you leave the tails? Is there a way around weaving in all of those ends? Can I untangle the ever
twisting yarns? What is yarn dominance? How do I get rid of long floats in the back? This class will
answer these questions and more. Students will work on a two color swatch as we explore solutions to
these beyond beginning questions.
Students Will Learn: Catching floats, color dominance, weaving ends as you go, two handed method for
holding yarns (optional), ways to start new colors, cast on for corrugated ribbing, using markers to help
keep track of motifs....and more.
Required Skills: familiar with stranded colorwork knitting. Beyond beginning level.
Students Should Bring: 2 colors of solid color DK weight yarn, 40 yds, US 4 needles
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Lazy Knitter's Guide to Pattern Stitches
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: K234
Maximum # of Students: 30
Minimum Age: 16
Description: A whole bag of tricks for those who love to knit and hate to purl! Learn faux ribbing, a
substitute for moss stitch, even lace patterns with nary a purl stitch. Garter ladders, lazy rib, no-purl
brioche, rose fabric, and tubular knitting are among the patterns that will be taught and swatched.
Students Will Learn: For each group of pattern stitches, students will swatch at least one pattern of their
choice. Those who knit more rapidly may complete more. 1) Slipped stitch patterns: slipped honeycomb,
close stitch, 3-in-1 stitch (with options for 1, 2 or 3 colors). 2) Knitting into the stitch below: rose fabric,
garter ladders, brioche/shaker/prime rib, beaded shaker. 3) Horizontal brioche. 4) Lace: Turkish stitch,
faggotting rib, open star stitch. 5) Tubular knitting: making a simple tube on straight needles, in both knit
and purl.
Required Skills: Should be comfortable casting on and binding off, working knits, purls and simple
pattern stitches
Students Should Bring: Worsted weight yarn (plain wool yarn, in a solid light color) for swatches;
straight needles or circular needle in appropriate size (about #7) to knit this yarn; set of double pointed
needles in same size.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
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Knitting - Sunday
Title: Introduction to Blocking
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $30 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 10:00am-11:30am Class Code: K335
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Blocking is a great way to instantly improve the your knitting! Learn what blocking is and
how to block a variety of projects including hats, lace shawls, sweaters and socks. Demos will include the
use of pins, wires, and forms.
Students Will Learn: How to block hand knit items
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: n/a
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Freeform Bandana Cowl
Instructor: Lisa Doherty Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 2:00pm-5:00pm Class Code: K336
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Combine simple knitting with freeform crochet to create a comfortable, wearable piece of
fiber art. The knitted section makes sure your cowl will be drapey, and the crochet section gives you a
place to use favorite yarns and stitches with artistic freeform techniques. This workshop will focus on the
freeform crochet section.
Students Will Learn: Freeform crochet techniques, using a template with freeform crochet, incorporating
favorite stitches and motifs to personalize your cowl
Required Skills: Basic crochet stitches, the knit stitch, k2tog (knit two together decrease), Intro to
Freeform class helpful but not required
Students Should Bring: Template (in the homework); Yarns for freeform section (in the homework); Yarn
for the knitted section (in the homework); Hooks sizes C - H; Needles sizes 3 - 7 (optional); Straight pins
(sewing pins); Tapestry needle; Scissors
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: See linked document.
Title: Introduction to Lace
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $2
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 2:00pm-6:00pm Class Code: K337
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Lace knitting adds beautiful detail to projects but requires more techniques than basic knit
and purl. Today’s patterns document them in charts that seem mysterious until you know how to read
them. Learn the foundational skills needed to create lace and how to easily read lace charts to prepare
yourself for any lace project. Your sample from class can be used as a dishcloth or trivet.
Students Will Learn: Basic lace stitches, chart reading, error prevention and recovery
Required Skills: Must be able to confidently cast on and knit and purl
Students Should Bring: 1 skein 100% cotton worsted weight yarn (examples include Sugar & Cream,
Cascade Nifty Cotton, Knit Picks Dishie), needles to match (US 7 suggested).
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Materials Fee Includes: Printed copy of pattern, sticky notes or highlighter tape, use of colored pencils or
markers
Homework: Cast on and knit garter stitch rows as instructed at beginning of linked pattern.

Felting
Title: Wet Felted Lattice Scarf
Instructor: Vickie Clontz Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $32
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 1pm-7pm Class Code: F001
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Wet-felt a sumptuous lattice-style scarf of your choice of hand-dyed merino and or alpaca
fibers, wonderfully soft to the touch! Embellish from instructor's "fiber buffet" of sparkly Angelina, lustrous
silk and bamboo, curly mohair, novelty yarns, etc. to give your scarf your own personal touch. Lots of
colors available. Some physical exertion required.
Students Will Learn: How to wet-felt; working with novelty fibers.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: 2 large towels, apron/old shirt for wet-felting, heavy-duty rubber gloves (yellow
kitchen gloves)
Materials Fee Includes: All fibers, use of instructor's felting tools.
Required Skills: None
Homework: None
Title: Wool Geode Zippered Necklace
Instructor: Vickie Clontz Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $40
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-2:00pm Class Code: F002
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Create a gorgeous necklace of wool beads, a wool geode, novelty beads, and a zipper! This
one-of-a-kind artsy accessory will be a real show-stopper and unique to your design and color choices.
We'll create some of the elements used in the necklace, and coordinate them with novelty beads and the
wool geode of your choice. Lots of color choices available!
Students Will Learn: How to wet-felt wool beads and assemble a necklace of wool elements and novelty
beads on a zipper.
Required Skills: None, we'll do some sewing.
Students Should Bring: Scissors, thimble, wide rubber band or needle-grabber, bead mat or 9" x 12"
piece of felt to lay out bead placement, towel.
Materials Fee Includes: Felted wool geode, wool fibers to make wool beads along with some pre-made
wool beads, novelty beads, zipper, needle, thread
Homework: none
Title: Needle Felted Ornament
Instructor: Alesia Moore Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 2:00pm-4:00pm Class Code: F103
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Let your imagination run wild and create a beautiful needle felted ornament or ball
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with a rotating scene. These can be hung as ornaments, displayed in decorative baskets or bowls, and
make beautiful gifts. Needle felting is a fun, creative and inexpensive fiber craft in which wool fleece or
roving is sculpted, using special barbed needles. In this class, we will start with a pre-felted wool ball and
needle felt directly on it to create your beautiful scene. You will learn a variety of needle felting
techniques, create your very own original piece, and go home with all the materials you need to continue
felting! These techniques can then be used to create many different items including 3-D sculptures, wool
paintings, jewelry, ornaments, embellishments and more.
Students Will Learn: While creating a felt ornament, students will learn basic needle felting skills and
more advanced skills such as blending colors, layering, perspective, and more.
Required Skills: No experience necessary
Students Should Bring: a small pair of sharp scissors and if possible an idea or basic sketch of the
scene you would like to make: (beautiful beaches, majestic mountains, pastoral farm scene, charming
woodland scene, colorful flower gardens, magical holiday memory or a dream vacation, a fantasy scene,
a favorite painting, or even recreate favorite photo)
Materials Fee Includes: all supplies, handouts and tools are provided in the kit: Large Felt ball, Felting
wool – various colors, Felting needles, Foam, Eye hook – for hanging ornament, Instructions
Homework: none

Title: Stained Glass Shawl
Instructor: Patti Barker Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $60
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-6:00pm Class Code: F104
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 13
Description: If you enjoy puzzles, you will love this class. Participants deconstruct, or cut up
rainbow-dyed silk gauze, then piece it together using mosaic Nuno felt techniques. Enjoy creating
something warm and soft, inspired by something hard and cold. This design was an Excellence in Fiber
Award winner, Fiber Art Now 2017
Students Will Learn: Learn mosaic nuno felt techniques and come away with a gorgeous colorful shawl
made with your hands.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: One 3’x 9’ rubber rug mat (can be ordered online. Be sure to get the ones with
small holes); one gallon garden sprayer; liquid dish soap; sharp full-sized scissors; four table risers; at
least two old towels; wear comfy shoes
Materials Fee Includes: four yards hand dyed silk gauze, four ounces black merino wool, printed
instructions
Homework: none
Title: Double Layer Felted Flowers
Instructor: Vicki Clontz Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 3:00pm-6:00pm Class Code: F105
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Learn to wet-felt with a resist as we create a luscious double-layer flower in your favorite
colors! We'll embellish hand-dyed merino wool with novelty fibers such as silk, bamboo and Angelina to
create a posy pin you can wear out of class. Kits available in all colors.
Students Will Learn: Wet-felting with a resist, working with novelty fibers.
Required Skills: Some simple sewing as they sew on their pin-back.
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Students Should Bring: Towel, apron/old shirt for water play, heavy duty rubber gloves (like yellow
kitchen gloves)
Materials Fee Includes: Wool and novelty fibers, pin-back, pattern, use of instructor's felting tools.
Homework: none
Title: Shibori Felting
Instructor: Patti Barker Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $30
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-12:00pm Class Code: F206
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 13
Description: How do they do those interesting raise shapes? Shibori is traditionally a dye technique
where fabric is bound before dyeing. Did you know similar techniques can be used in felt making? Explore
various ways in this class.
Students Will Learn: We will create pre-felt, bind it in multiple ways and set the shape permanently in
the finished felt.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: bubble wrap, size 16" wide x 90" length; pool noodle at least the width of your
bubble wrap; One piece of sheer synthetic mesh (like sheer curtains), larger than your project, at least 12"
x 12." You might also use tulle netting, mosquito netting, or window screening. A wetting method (such as
a ball brause, a one-gallon garden sprayer, or a plastic bottle with holes in the lid); Soap - approximately 1
teaspoon of liquid dish soap, you might want unscented ; one pair of sharp, full-sized scissors at least one
old towel that you don’t mind staining
Materials Fee Includes: merino wool, thread and needle, cotton balls, rubber bands, bottle caps,
buttons, marbles
Homework: none
Title: Wool Bead Earrings
Instructor: Vicki Clontz Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $12
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 10:00am-12:00pm Class Code: F207
Maximum # of Students: 14
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Learn to wet-felt wool beads and create 2 pairs of earrings in your choice of colors! You'll
choose from instructor's variety of novelty beads to go with the wool beads you create. This is a technique
you can use later to make wool beads for bracelets, acorns, flower centers, etc. Kits in all colors.
Students Will Learn: How to wet-felt wool beads, how to make earrings.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: Towel, apron/old shirt for wet-felting. Students may also bring their own beads if
desired, or special ear-wires.
Materials Fee Includes: Wool fibers, novelty beads, and ear-wires for 2 pairs of earrings; use of
instructor's felting tools and jewelry-making tools.
Homework: none
Title: Felt A Basket
Instructor: Patti Barker Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $30
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 1:00pm-5:00pm Class Code: F208
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 10
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Description: In basic form, a basket is a simple container made to hold or carry things, but it can also be
beautiful art to enjoy. Participants will have fun exploring the possibilities of textural felt design, while
learning to make a perfectly round medium size basket with a wood handle.
Students Will Learn: Learn how to lay fiber to shape a round felted shape, along with fulling techniques
that help with shaping. You'll learn to work with wool locks and silk fibers for surface design. Most
importantly, you'll learn how to cut the basket open providing tabs to hold your stick handle.
Required Skills: The only thing you need to take this workshop is patience and the ability to stand for a
long period of time.
Students Should Bring: 16" x 36" bubble wrap; One gallon garden sprayer (or ball brause & container);
liquid dish soap; Two old towels; An interesting stick of any wood--approximately 1/2”-1” by a foot long
(best with a curve); plastic bag to take home wet project & towels
Materials Fee Includes: pattern resist, merino wool, embellishments, two 10" balloons, and printed
handout.
Homework: none
Title: Needle Felted Tapestry
Instructor: Alesia Moore Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: F209
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
Description: In this workshop we will learn the basics of needle felting and “paint” with wool fibers to
create a beautiful needle felted tapestry. These tapestries can be framed as wall hangings, sewn on a
knitted bag as a decorative pocket or will even make a cute coaster or mug rug. Needle felting is a fun,
creative and inexpensive fiber craft in which wool fleece or roving is sculpted or painted, using special
barbed needles. In this class, we will start with a pre-drawn design on felt and use beautiful colored roving
to “paint” your beautiful scene. You will learn a variety of needle felting techniques, create your very own
original piece, and go home with all the materials you need to continue felting! These techniques can then
be used to create many different items including 3-D sculptures, wool paintings, jewelry, ornaments,
embellishments and more.
Students Will Learn: While creating a felt tapestry, students will learn basic needle felting skills and
more advanced skills such as blending colors, layering, perspective, and more.
Required Skills: No experience necessary
Students Should Bring: a small pair of sharp scissors
Materials Fee Includes: all supplies, handouts and tools are provided in the kit: Felt with pre-drawn
design, Felting wool – various colors, Felting needles, Foam, instructions
Homework: none

Title: Wet-felted Wallet or Mini-bag
Instructor: Vickie Clontz Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 3:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: F210
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Learn to wet-felt with a resist as we create a felted wallet or mini-bag in your choice of
colors! Perfect for holding cell-phones, make-up, jewelry, and other needful things. Students will have
their choice of making a large wallet/clutch or small shoulder bag they can later add a strap to. We'll
embellish with fun novelty fibers such as sparkly Angelina, silk, bamboo, and curly mohair. Students can
bring their own photo for design inspiration or use one of the instructor's. Kits in all colors.
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Students Will Learn: Wet-felting, felting with a resist, how other fibers interact with each other when
wet-felted.
Required Skills: none, some physical exertion.
Students Should Bring: 2 large towels, apron/old shirt for wet-felting, rubber gloves
Materials Fee Includes: Wool fibers, novelty fibers, pattern, use of instructor's felting tools
Homework: none

Dyeing
Title: Easy Dye Silk Scarves
Instructor: Theresa Brown Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 2pm-5pm Class Code: D001
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 10
Description: Create your own beautiful abstract designs on silk scarves. No need to steam or heat set
with the specially formulated, safe dyes. You’ll leave with 2 ready to wear pure silk scarves that you
designed using the fun techniques learned in the workshop. Suitable for ages 10 and up.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn various techniques to manipulate their silk fabric to create
unusual and fun patterns with dye applications.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: n/a
Materials Fee Includes: 2 silk scarves and use of all the dyes, protective gloves, pipettes, table
coverings and dyes.
Homework: none
Title: Ecoprint on Silk and Wool in Color
Instructor: Theresa Brown Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $30
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-2:00pm Class Code: D102
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Learn how to ecoprint on silk and wool and create a beautiful background in color!
Ecoprinting (also known as botanical printing) involves collecting leaves, plants and flowers to imprint
their images directly upon protein fibers using a water bath process. Students will learn techniques to
create beautiful, natural designs with colors drawn directly from Nature as well as the techniques to create
colored backgrounds on silk and wool however for the workshop, we will use pre-dyed blankets. At the
end of the day, students will take home both a silk and wool scarf sample ecoprinted in color and the
knowledge to continue Ecoprinting from Nature's resources. Ecoprinting is a natural, sustainable art form.
Students Will Learn: Students will leave with beautiful examples of their ecoprinting on silk and wool.
They will understand dyes and their properties, dye blankets, tannins, mordants, protein fibers and
botanical imprints and the effects of the environment on their results. They will leave knowing how to
continue exploring this unique art form on their own!
Required Skills: For best results, previous experience in ecoprinting is suggested.
Students Should Bring: Students should bring leaves from their area with emphasis on high tannin
leaves such as oak, maples, rose, hickory, sumac and interesting weeds. Fun additional plants (usually
store bought) are eucalyptus and colorful flowers such as carnations, gerber daises. No thick plants. Also
a 1 gallon water jug (to use as a weight). 1 roll of paper towels.
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Materials Fee Includes: Covers all equipment including disposable such as turkey roasters, dowels,
twine, baskets, scissors, dowels, latex gloves, plastic, mordants, 1 silk scarf and 1 wool sample fabric,
pre-dyed blankets and a sheet of summary instructions.
Homework: none
Title: Indigo Shibori
Instructor: Kelli Crispin Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-2:00pm Class Code: D203
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Introduction to a variety of traditional shibori techniques for creating resist patterns on fabric.
Techniques include binding, wrapping, itajime (folding and clamping), arashi (pole-wrapping), and
stitching. Participants will apply a variety of techniques and dye the fabrics in an indigo vat.
Students Will Learn: Introduction to a variety of traditional shibori techniques for creating resist patterns
on fabric. Techniques include binding, wrapping, itajime (folding and clamping), arashi (pole-wrapping),
and stitching. Participants will apply a variety of techniques and dye the fabrics in an indigo vat.
Required Skills: Some experience working with fabric.
Students Should Bring: Participants may bring their own fabric and wearable items, made from plant
fibers (cotton, linen, hemp, rayon), silk, or wool (finer weight, not bulky). Blends of these fibers that
contain a small amount of polyester will also work. Participants may wish to bring their own rubber
gloves. Wear old clothes and shoes that you don’t mind getting dye on. Bring lunch or snacks if desired.
Materials Fee Includes: 3 silk scarves, 2 bamboo rayon scarves, 1 cotton bandana, 1 yard cotton muslin
Homework: no
Title: Ecoprint on Silk and Wool Naturally
Instructor: Theresa Brown Class Fee: $120 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 1:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: D204
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Learn how to ecoprint on silk and wool naturally! Ecoprinting (also known as botanical
printing) involves collecting leaves, plants and flowers to imprint their images directly upon protein fibers
using a water bath process. Students will learn techniques to create beautiful, natural designs with colors
drawn directly from Nature on silk and wool. At the end of the day, students will take home their silk and
wool ecoprinted samples and the knowledge to continue Ecoprinting from Nature's resources. Ecoprinting
is a natural, sustainable art form.
Students Will Learn: Students will leave with beautiful examples of their ecoprinting on silk and wool.
They will understand tannins, mordants and botanical imprints and the effects of the environment on their
results. They will leave knowing how to continue exploring this unique art form on their own!
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: Students should bring leaves from their area with emphasis on high tannin
leaves such as oak, maples, rose, hickory, sumac and interesting weeds. Fun additional plants (usually
store bought) are eucalyptus and colorful flowers such as carnations, gerber daises. No thick plants.
Also a 1 gallon water jug (to use as a weight.) 1 roll of paper towels
Materials Fee Includes: Covers all equipment including disposable (turkey roasters, table coverings,
dowels, twine, baskets, scissors, dowels, latex gloves, plastic) mordants, 1 silk scarf and 1 wool sample
fabric, and sheet of summary instructions
Homework: none
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Spinning
Title: Intermediate Spinning: Plying New Structures
Instructor: Grace McFetters Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $12
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 4:30pm-7:30pm Class Code: S001
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 18
Description: If you have mastered the art of drafting on your spinning wheel, you are ready to move
beyond a basic 2-ply yarn. This course is all about stretching your abilities as an intermediate hand
spinner. This class will teach you how to ply two different visually striking structures: boucle and beehive.
Despite what you might have heard, both of these yarns are a fun addition to your hand-spinning skills
and can be fun to learn!
Students Will Learn: Students will learn how to ply a boucle and make a beehive yarn.
Required Skills: Students need to bring a strong understanding of drafting and the ability to make a
single yarn on their own for required homework. Students should be able to spin a weight of single they
desire.
Students Should Bring: Spinning wheel in operational condition, Basic kit for spinning (orafice hook, oil,
etc), Bobbins: 5 total bobbins are required for this course: 1 filled with pre-made single, 2 empty for
boucle, 2 empty for beehive. Pre-made single: Must be from a long wool. Preferred breeds: Leicester
Longwool, Border Leicester, Gotland, Lincoln, Wensleydale, Teeswater. Roving/Combed Top: Preferably
two sets: one a natural color and one with dyed color to make beehive. Preferred breeds: Shetland, BFL,
Finn, Romney, Alpaca is acceptable (NOT Suri).
Materials Fee Includes: Thread for use during plying
Homework: Students must bring the following homework, ready to work with at the workshop: For the
boucle - A single yarn, still on a bobbin, approximately 1-2 ounces. (We will not be doing a full 4 ounce
yarn due to time constraints.) This single must be made of a long-wool (see recommendations for
supplies). Weight of single should be student’s choice: can be made into a flame (or thin and thick), fine,
or medium weight. Try not to make a bulky single because you will have less room to make the boucle.
The beehive yarn does not require a pre-made single for plying.

Title: Introduction to Drop Spindle
Instructor: Hannah Smith Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $30
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 5pm-7pm Class Code: S002
Maximum # of Students: 5
Minimum Age: 15
Description: Are you interested in learning to spin, but don’t have the space or interest in a spinning
wheel right now? Are you interested in making your spinning projects easier to transport? Whether you’re
a beginning spinner or an experienced spinner looking to expand or refresh your skills, this is the class for
you. In addition to discussing the types of drop spindles available and some fiber preparation techniques,
the class will cover spinning singles yarn, winding yarn off your spindle, plying, and some common issues
encountered while spinning on a drop spindle.
Students Will Learn: Students will be introduced to several types of drop spindles, including the benefits
and drawbacks to each. Different fiber preparation methods will be briefly discussed. They will learn how
the spindle adds twist to their fiber, and how to spin singles using the park and draft method. Spinning
*without* using the park and draft method will also be explained, and students will be able to change
styles based on their comfort level. How to wind yarn off a spindle using various tools (including hand
wound balls, a ball winder/nostepinne, and toilet paper tube) will be covered. Plying, winding off onto a
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niddy noddy or other item, and setting the twist will be discussed as well. Common problems (joining new
fiber, yarn breaking, spindle spinning the opposite direction, lumpy spots, and others) will be discussed.
Students will be encouraged to ask questions and experiment in the session, and sent home with small
amounts of other fiber preparations to experiment with.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: Some hand/eye coordination and a willingness to learn and make mistakes.
Materials Fee Includes: -Student model drop spindle, 4 oz of commercially prepared Corriedale or
similar wool, 0.5-1 oz of flick carded wool, 0.5-1 oz of hand carded rolags, washed/unwashed locks of
wool to show what the fiber looked like before processing, samples of commercial yarn to observe/use to
practice spinning
Homework: none
Title: Rare Breed Trek - A Hands on Exploration of Historic Sheep Breeds - For SPINNERS
Instructor: Amy Manko Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-11am Class Code: S103
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 15
Description: In this class we will compare, contrast, prep, and spin the fleece of 3-5 heritage or rare
breeds of sheep, learning both history and applications for today.
Students Will Learn: In this class we will compare, contrast, prep, and spin the fleece of 3-5 heritage or
rare breeds of sheep, learning both history and applications for today.
Required Skills: Students must be able to spin a continuous thread.
Students Should Bring: Please bring (or arrange to borrow), basic fiber prep equipment including wheel
or spindle, hand cards, combs, flicker, etc.
Materials Fee Includes: Washed fleece of the breeds we will study in the class.
Homework: none
Title: Beginning Spinning on a Spinning Wheel
Instructor: Julie Wilson Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $10
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 9:00am-12:00am Class Code: S104
Friday, 3/11/2022, 1:00pm-4:00pm Class Code: S109
Saturday, 3/12/2022, 9:00am-12:00am Class Code: S210
Saturday, 3/12/2022, 1:00pm-4:00pm Class Code: S213
Maximum # of Students: 8
Minimum Age: 10
Description: Do you ever wonder how yarn is made? Twist the fibers and you will make yarn..
Guaranteed! Learn the basics of a spinning wheel (double treadle Lendrums wheels will be provided for
you in class). Learn how to draft the fibers and allow the twisted fibers to slide through your fingers onto
the spool. Learn how to change spools, spin more fiber onto a second spool and then ply the two spools
of singles together. You will make yarn. You will learn how to measure your finished yarn on a NIddy
Noddy. Take home your first homespun skein of yarn and enjoy. All you need to bring is patience and a
smile
Students Will Learn: Learn the basics of spinning, how to spin a single, how to draft, insert twist, change
spools and ply
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: Nothing to bring.
Materials Fee Includes: fiber to spin, use of wheel and handouts
Homework: none
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Title: Beginning Drop Spindle
Instructor: Chelsea Fehskens Class Fee: $20 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-1:00pm Class Code: S106
Saturday, 3/12/2022, 12:00pm-1:00pm Class Code: S211
Saturday, 3/12/2022, 2:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: S212
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 9
Description: Here is your chance to learn the centuries-old art of creating yarn on a wood drop spindle.
Step-by-step process ensures understanding and success. We'll also cover some basics of wool types
and preparation. Each student will leave with a new skill, Spindle, and extra wool roving so you can keep
spinning!
Students Will Learn: How to use a beginners drop spindle, introductory spinning basics, parts of a
spindle, types of twist, how to draft fibers and wool preparation, spinning a single yarn, how to use a
homemade niddy noddy to empty the spindle and how to set their first handspun yarn.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: none
Materials Fee Includes: Spindle, roving for class and extra for home, handouts.
Homework: none
Title: Fiber Across the Wheel
Instructor: Amy Manko Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 12:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: S107
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 15
Description: This class explores how different fibers behave when treated similarly. We will spend 3
hours sampling and playing with different fiber types using the same techniques to discover how they are
similar and different in the way they “like” to be handled. If you are an “All Merino All The Time” spinner
and want to stretch your wings, a new spinner wanting to Try All The Things, or a spinner who just wants
to Expand Your Horizons, this class is for you.
Students Will Learn: We will explore 5 different fibers in this class and maybe even discover a new
favorite!
Required Skills: Students must be able to spin a continuous thread.
Students Should Bring: Please bring (or arrange to borrow), basic fiber prep equipment including wheel
or spindle, 5 bobbins (preferred) or equipment to skein off samples to reuse bobbins (small niddy noddy,
ballwinder or the like)
Materials Fee Includes: 5 fleece samples for exploring
Homework: none
Title: Wire Core Spinning
Instructor: Alesia Moore Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $30
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 5:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: S108
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Come learn a unique 'twist' on core spinning. In this workshop, we will use a wire core to
spin fun yarns that can be used instantly. Wire core yarns are fun to sculpt into jewelry, weave into
textured cloth, decorate holiday packages, and more.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn the basics of core spinning and then practice spinning around
floral wire, fine jewelry wire, wire LED lights and more. Students will also learn about choosing a core and
fiber to spin, wheel adjustments and troubleshooting twist and take-up.
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Required Skills: Spinners must be comfortable spinning on their wheel and able to spin singles.
Students Should Bring: A spinning wheel you are comfortable spinning on, extra bobbins, scissors,
plyers and wire cutters, any additional fibers you would like to try spinning (textured fibers, such as those
made on a drum carder, or as punis or rolags, are best suited for this type of spinning)
Materials Fee Includes: spool of jewelry wire, fabric covered floral wire, LED light strand, fabric band,
spool and spinning fibers
Homework: none
Title: Fractally Speaking
Instructor: Amy Manko Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-11:00am Class Code: S209
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 15
Description: Tired of your usual and predictable barber pole skeins? In this class, we will look at
hand-dyed fiber braids differently. Create spectacular skeins by learning to control the color repeats in
your fiber through fractal spinning.
Students Will Learn: We will prepare and spin samples to find our new favorites.
Required Skills: Students must be able to spin a continuous thread.
Students Should Bring: Please bring (or arrange to borrow), basic spinning equipment including wheel
or spindle
Materials Fee Includes: Fiber for sampling
Homework: none

Weaving
Title: Peg Loom Weaving
Instructor: Alesia Moore Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-10:00am Class Code: W101
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 10
Description: Learn the basics of peg loom weaving while creating a beautiful woven piece that can
be used as a scarf, wall hanging or more. Peg loom weaving is a fun, easy to learn technique and great
for all ages and abilities. It is a basic and ancient form of weaving. While no one knows for sure when
these popular and simple looms were first used, some believe that peg loom weaving is a technique used
by the early Vikings and European settlers. Peg Looms are so simple to use that anyone can create
beautiful and useful woven items, including rugs, doormats, wall hangings, scarves, bags, baskets,
blankets, wearable art and more. It is an ideal way to use a variety of yarns, fleece and roving; or you can
up-cycle recycled fabric, t-shirts, and even plastic bags.
Students Will Learn: In this workshop you will learn how to plan your project, warp the loom, the basic
weaving technique of tabby or plain weave and how to change colors or materials. You will also learn
how to remove your work from the loom and how to finish the ends in different ways. At the end of the
workshop you will have a finished homemade item to take away with you. After taking this class your
imagination will be the only boundaries of your creativity.
Required Skills: No experience necessary
Students Should Bring: Scissors
Materials Fee Includes: Materials fee covers core-spun yarn and appropriate warp to weave a project.
The instructor will also provide peg looms for students to use in the workshop. If they desire, students will
have the opportunity to purchase looms after class.
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Homework: none
Title: Weaving a Waterfall on a Circle Loom
Instructor: Grace McFetters Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $30
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 2:00pm-4:00pm Class Code:
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 14
Description: Learn to weave a landscape tapestry using a circle loom! These looms are a one-time use
because they make a beautiful frame for your tapestry. This workshop will teach you to warp a circle
loom using a non-circular set-up to weave an image of a landscape featuring a waterfall that will fall from
the frame. Students will be able to hang their new artwork on the wall when finished.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn to design “outside the frame;” how to warp a circle loom; a
variety of stitches to create texture and visual interest including the rya knot, soumak, and more.
Required Skills: Students should be aware of various types of yarn, just enough to be able to understand
the materials covered. Previous knowledge of weaving is helpful, but not required.
Students Should Bring: Scissors (medium, 3-8 inches)
Materials Fee Includes: Loom, yarn, tools, pattern
Homework: none

Crochet
Title: Mosaic Crochet
Instructor: Karen Birbeck Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 3pm-7pm Class Code: C001
Maximum # of Students: 8
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Mosaic Crochet is one of those "I can't put this down" techniques. These colorful crochet
stitches are a must have in your basket of crochet knowledge. You'll be learning both inset and overlay
techniques while making a lovely placemat or pillow top. We'll also learn how to read the sometimes
confusing mosaic crochet charts.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn both inset and overlay mosaic crochet - the technique and
reading the charts. Also an inset mosaic border.
Required Skills: Must know how to do a single crochet foundation row (the first row of crochet), and
single and double crochet stitches. Experience following crochet patterns desired. It is also helpful, but
not required, to know how to read a knitting (yes, knitting) chart.
Students Should Bring: TWO crochet hooks - 4 mm and 3.5 mm (G and E), scissors, Four (4) colors of
Worsted weight wool or acrylic. Colors: high and low contrast - for instance, white, purple, lavender, and
yellow OR white, 2 shades of green, and orange OR white, 2 shades of gray, and red.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Basic Tunisian Coaster
Instructor: Siobhan Boothe Class Fee: $20 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 2:00pm-3:00pm Class Code: C102
Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-9:00am Class Code: C205
Maximum # of Students: 5
Minimum Age: 10
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Description: Basic Tunisian Coaster, beginner level, no special tools needed! Bring a 6mm straight (no
ergonomic handle) crochet hook and worsted weight yarn and I'll teach you how to make a cute little
square coaster that looks knit, and feels crocheted! Tunisian is the best of both worlds and you can be the
master of all with Tunisian Crochet in your project bag!
Students Will Learn: Chain, to pick up stitches, count stitches, Tunisian simple stitch, Tunisian knit
stitch, bind off and finish off.
Required Skills: basic crochet skills are helpful, but not necessary. I can teach those as well.
Students Should Bring: (1) straight 6.00 mm crochet hook, 20g worsted weight yarn. Students can
optionally purchase the materials at CarolinaFiberFest from Siobhan at the Yarn Over Floyd booth.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Beginner Crochet - Throw Pillow Cover
Instructor: Siobhan Boothe Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $5
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 4:00pm-6:00pm Class Code: C103
Maximum # of Students: 5
Minimum Age: 10
Description: In this class, we'll learn how to do two of crochet's most common and basic stitches to
create a throw pillow cover! The pattern is designed to cement the techniques learned in the class
allowing the student to continue work and finish with a simple, yet elegant pillow cover.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn to chain, single crochet, half double crochet, how to mark your
work to not lose stitches at the end or beginning and create a simple pillow case.
Required Skills: No previous skills are required.
Students Should Bring: (2) skeins of super bulky weight or 150 yards; (1) 10mm crochet hook; (1) stitch
marker. Students can optionally purchase the materials at CarolinaFiberFest from Siobhan at the Yarn
Over Floyd booth.
Materials Fee Includes: Pattern with detailed instructions and photographs for completion.
Homework: none
Title: Introduction to Freeform Crochet
Instructor: Lisa Doherty Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8:00am-11:00am Class Code: C206
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Learn to create beautiful freeform crochet fabrics using crochet motifs and stitch patterns.
Students Will Learn: Freeform crochet techniques, balancing the elements of freeform to produce artistic
fabrics, ideas for projects using freeform crochet fabric
Required Skills: Knowledge of basic crochet stitches: chain, slip stitch, single crochet, double crochet,
half double crochet, treble crochet
Students Should Bring: 1. A few plain yarns in dk or worsted weight; 2. Hooks sizes E - H; 3. Needles
sizes 5-7 (optional); 4. Tapestry needle; 5. Scissors
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Crochet a Farmhouse Rug – in a Day!
Instructor: Alesia Moore & Grace McFetters Class Fee: $30 Materials Fee: $70
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 8am-9:30am Class Code: C208
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 18
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Description: Learn to make your own rustic farmhouse rug using a simple crochet method suitable for
beginners. This class will show students how to start their own crochet rug and finish it in one day! We
will be using a super bulky core-spun yarn to make a cozy rug.
Students Will Learn: Crocheting in the round with a basic single crochet Stitch, Magic Loop to get
started.
Required Skills: A basic understanding of crochet is helpful but not required.
Students Should Bring: a sharp pair of scissors
Materials Fee Includes: core-spun yarn and large crochet hook
Homework: none
Title: Crochet Socks are Cool & Comfy
Instructor: Siobhan Boothe Class Fee: $20 Materials Fee: $5
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 10:00am-11:00am Class Code: C207
Maximum # of Students: 5
Minimum Age: 15
Description: In this class, you'll learn how great crochet socks really are! Breaking down the construction
to show you how to create the heel and move through the gusset for an easy comfortable sock.
Students Will Learn: How to create and seam and hourglass heel, how to continue the sock in the round
and create the gusset. What to look for when selecting a sock pattern, and how to pick the right yarn.
Required Skills: Advanced Beginner, know how to crochet with fingering weight yarn.
Students Should Bring: (2) skeins of sock weight yarn in two colors; (1) 3.25mm crochet hook; (1)
3.75mm crochet hook; (1) stitch marker. Students can optionally purchase the materials at
CarolinaFiberFest from Siobhan at the Yarn Over Floyd booth.
Materials Fee Includes: Pattern with detailed instructions and photographs for completion.
Homework: You will need to have the ribbing and ankle of The Alice Sock completed before coming to
class. We will begin with the heel. See linked document.
Title: Beginner Crochet in the Round
Instructor: Siobhan Boothe Class Fee: $20 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 4:00pm-5:00pm Class Code: C210
Maximum # of Students: 5
Minimum Age: 10
Description: Have trouble figuring out how to crochet in the round? It's the best way to create a hat and
to do the unspeakable....NOT HAVE TO COUNT! *insert evil laugh*. We all hate counting and how great
is it to just keep on going?
Students Will Learn: How to crochet in the round without turning or creating a seam.
Required Skills: Advanced Beginner, Basic crochet knowledge, how to chain, slip stitch, & half double
crochet.
Students Should Bring: (1) skein of DK weight yarn; (1) 5mm crochet hook; (1) stitch marker. Students
can optionally purchase the materials at CarolinaFiberFest from Siobhan at the Yarn Over Floyd
booth.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Bead Crochet Bracelets
Instructor: Jolie Elder Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $1 (optional)
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 10:00am-1:00pm Class Code: C309
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 12
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Description: Do you need a quick project for the holiday gifting season? Or maybe bridesmaids' gifts?
Do you have leftover beads from beaded shawl projects? Do you love jewelry? Come learn how to do
bead crochet. Yes, this uses a crochet hook, but it is only a chain stitch and a slip stitch. Easy.
Students Will Learn: how to string beads in pattern; how to crochet a beaded tube/torus; how to join the
tube closed
Required Skills: None. Knowing how to crochet will put you on the fast track to finishing in class, but
knowledge of crochet is not necessary.
Students Should Bring: 200 pony beads in 5 different colors (40 each color) or $1 to buy those from
instructor; 8-10 yards of worsted weight yarn; Size E, F, or G crochet hook; Blunt tapestry needle;
Scissors
Materials Fee Includes: 200 plastic pony beads in 5 colors (optional)
Homework: Optional: String all 200 pony beads in order A-B-C-D-E repeat. This is not strictly necessary
for a 3-hour class, but will give you more time to crochet and improve your chances of finishing the
bracelet during class time. See example here.
Title: Freeform Bandana Cowl
Instructor: Lisa Doherty Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 2:00pm-5:00pm Class Code: K336
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Combine simple knitting with freeform crochet to create a comfortable, wearable piece of
fiber art. The knitted section makes sure your cowl will be drapey, and the crochet section gives you a
place to use favorite yarns and stitches with artistic freeform techniques. This workshop will focus on the
freeform crochet section.
Students Will Learn: Freeform crochet techniques, using a template with freeform crochet, incorporating
favorite stitches and motifs to personalize your cowl
Required Skills: Basic crochet stitches, the knit stitch, k2tog (knit two together decrease), Intro to
Freeform class helpful but not required
Students Should Bring: Template (in the homework); Yarns for freeform section (in the homework); Yarn
for the knitted section (in the homework); Hooks sizes C - H; Needles sizes 3 - 7 (optional); Straight pins
(sewing pins); Tapestry needle; Scissors
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: See linked document.

Miscellaneous
Title: Bobbin Lace Pendant
Instructor: Prabha Ramakrishnan Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 1pm-5pm Class Code: M001
Maximum # of Students: 6
Minimum Age: 10
Description: Bobbin lace is an off loom weaving technique using bobbins and a pillow. Come, learn how
to make a pendant using bobbin lace techniques.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn to wind bobbins, dress a bobbin lace pillow and use the half
stitch and cloth stitch to make a pendant. They will also be taught finishing off techniques.
Required Skills: An enthusiasm for learning a new craft.
Students Should Bring: Students should bring a clip-on table lamp for greater illumination.
Materials Fee includes: Pillow, bobbins, pins, thread, pricking, beads. Neckwire not included.
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Homework: None
Title: Hands on Angora Rabbits
Instructor: Elaina Kenyon Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 3pm-6pm Class Code: M002
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Have you seen angora rabbits and been captivated by their beauty and lovely soft fiber? In
this class you'll have the opportunity to handle the different breeds of angora rabbit, learning what makes
each breed and their fiber unique. We'll talk about care and grooming, as well as angora fiber
preparation, blending and dyeing. There will also be plenty of opportunity for questions and discussion.
Students Will Learn: Basics about angora rabbit care and fiber, including grooming and opportunities to
handle the rabbits and their fiber, with information on techniques for spinning, blending and dyeing.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: An interest in angora rabbits and willingness to learn.
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: My Journey Through Heritage Sheep Breeds
Instructor: Margaret Radcliffe Class Fee: $30 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Thursday, 3/10/2022, 6:00pm-7:30pm Class Code: M003
Maximum # of Students: 30
Minimum Age: none
Description: Since early 2019, Margaret Radcliffe, knitting designer, writer, and teacher, has been
exploring the most endangered of the heritage U.S. sheep breeds. Along the way, she documented the
challenges and successes of her work with each breed, through photos with captions and record cards.
This lecture will follow her three-year journey of exploration, her discoveries about each breed’s potential
and their distinct characteristics, and give you the opportunity to see her archive of 20 different breeds,
the record keeping method she is still perfecting, and to learn more about The Livestock Conservancy’s
Shave ’Em to Save ’Em (SE2SE) program.
Students Will Learn: An understanding of the challenges and benefits of working with heritage breeds,
the characteristics (based on speaker's experience) of the wool from each of the 20 breeds studied,
possible variations between breeds and within breeds, and basic approaches to washing, sampling,
prepping, and spinning a variety of types of fleece, not necessarily raised with the spinner in mind. Also,
knowledge of The Livestock Conservancy's Shave 'Em to Save 'Em program to promote the use of
endangered U.S. heritage sheep breeds.
Required Skills: None. It will be of most benefit to spinners, but knitters will also gain knowledge about
what uses these breeds can be put to.
Students Should Bring: n/a
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: n/a
Title: Wool and Other Fibers - Selection, Preparation and Handling
Instructor: Elaina Kenyon Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 8:00am-11:00am Class Code: M104
Maximum # of Students: 10
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Have you ever wanted to start from the beginning - selecting the fleece and processing it
yourself? This class will cover how to select a fleece that is both high quality and suitable for your
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purpose, including wool (sheep), alpaca, mohair (angora goats) and angora (rabbit). Characteristics of
wool breeds commonly available in the southeast will be featured, as well as different grades of mohair
and breeds of angora. We’ll cover how to skirt and sort a fleece as well as washing, and what tools you
might want if you are processing the fleece yourself. Participants will have a chance to skirt and sort
fleeces and informational handouts and samples will be provided.
Students Will Learn: Characteristics of fiber from different types of fiber animals, including selection,
best uses, and options for processing.
Required Skills: Willingness to learn and get hands on with unprocessed wool, mohair, alpaca and
angora.
Students Should Bring: n/a
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
Title: Adventures in Fiber Blending (drum carder, blending board, hackles, etc.)
Instructor: Alesia Moore & Grace McFetters Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $35
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 11:00am-1:00pm Class Code: M106
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 18
Description: Learn to prepare your own colorful batts and roving for spinning! Learn how to blend fibers,
textures and colors to get create a beautiful unique yarn! If you want to stretch your color skills and
blending knowledge, this is your class! Students will learn how to use a blending board, drum carder, and
hackle. Students will also be using a diz and other implements.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn the basics of using a blending board, drum carder and hackles.
They will also get a basic overview of color theory, and a basic understanding of how to blend for optimal
color and texture.
Required Skills: Students don’t need any prior knowledge of fiber prep or carding to take this workshop.
Some knowledge of the various types of spinning fibers such as wool, alpaca, silks, and cellulose fibers is
good, but not required.
Students Should Bring: Creativity! Students may bring their own equipment (blending board, drum
carder or hackles) if desired.
Materials Fee Includes: A variety of fibers including: wool, alpaca, mohar, locks, silk, etc.; Use of
blending board, drum carder and hackles in class. This equipment will be shared among students during
the workshop.
Homework: none
Title: I’ve Got This Yarn...
Instructor: Amie Palmer Class Fee: $20 Materials Fee: $0
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 1:00pm-2:00pm Class Code: M106
Sunday, 3/13/2022, 12:00pm-1:00pm Class Code: M2310
Maximum # of Students: 16
Minimum Age: 14
Description: We've all got mystery yarn that we can't identify, don't know how much we have, and don't
know what to do with it. Learn the tips and tricks to figure out what you have and what it can do.
Students Will Learn: How to determine fiber content, yardage, and weight of yarn
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: Writing Utensil for taking notes
Materials Fee Includes: n/a
Homework: none
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Title: Sheep to Skein – Processing Raw Fleece for Funsies
Instructor: Amy Manko Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $20
Date & Time: Friday, 3/11/2022, 4:00pm-7:00pm Class Code: M107
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 15
Description: Ever walk through the fleece sale at the local Fiber Festival and think “this fleece is
GORGEOUS – and so CHEAP! I should process it myself!” only to lose your nerve and walk away
because HOW do you do that?? Then this class is for you! We will talk about how to choose a great
fleece – things to look for when selecting your next fiber adventure. We will discuss flaws that can be
fixed and deal-breakers, then we’ll do it ourselves! 4 oz of raw fleece will be provided for hands-on
experience. We will cover all the steps from dirty, raw fleece to ready to prepare to spin. We will also
discuss the best methods for preparing the clean fleece for spinning, including flicking, spinning from the
locks, carding and combing.
Students Will Learn: 4 oz of raw fleece will be provided for hands-on experience. We will cover all the
steps from dirty, raw fleece to ready to prepare to spin. We will also discuss the best methods for
preparing the clean fleece for spinning, including flicking, spinning from the locks, carding and combing.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: Please bring (or arrange to borrow), basic fiber prep equipment including hand
cards, combs, flicker, etc. Please wear old clothes – something you don’t mind getting wet or dirty.
Materials Fee Includes: All materials needed to wash a fleece sample
Homework: none
Title: Punch Needle Embroidery
Instructor: Alesia Moore Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $40
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 10:30am-12:30pm Class Code: M208
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 12
Description: Come learn the art of punch needle embroidery. This traditional embroidery technique has
been around for centuries and has recently come back in a big and modern way in the crafting
community. Due to the wonderful detail you can create, punch needle embroidery is often called painting
with thread. It is a form of embroidery worked with a special punch needle that creates different sized
loops on the front of the fabric. This craft is easy to learn, gives quick results and makes stunning textile
art. In this workshop you will learn the basics of punch needle embroidery and receive step by step
guidance on your project. * Please note: This is a punch needle with embroidery floss workshop, not to
be confused with rug hooking with a hook & wool, or punch needle/punch hooking with yarn.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn punch needle embroidery basics while completing a simple
project.
Required Skills: none
Students Should Bring: small sharp scissors (with curved blades if possible)
Materials Fee Includes: Class Special: UltraPunch Needle (Reg. Price $26.00), Morgan No-Slip Hoop
(Reg. Price $14.99), UltraPunch Sampler Pattern (Reg Price $16.00), Embroidery Floss, swivel hook,
iInstructions
Homework: none
Title: Express Yourself with Fiber Blending
Instructor: Alesia Moore Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $25
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 1:30am-3:30pm Class Code: M209
Maximum # of Students: 15
Minimum Age: 12
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Description: Have you ever had the colors of a painting, piece of art, or photo inspire you? If so, you can
learn to translate those feelings and emotions into your blended fiber and ultimately your yarn. Color can
dramatically affect moods, feelings, and emotions and can be used to create a message or response.
Expressionism is an artistic style in which the artist chooses to depict emotions and feelings rather than
physical reality. This is usually done with color combination and positioning. Learn to take your inspiration
and create a unique representation on the blending board.
Students Will Learn: Students will learn how to identify and then express the colors and emotions
depicted in a photo and translate that into blended fiber/rolags. This will be accomplished through color
layering, arrangement, and blending techniques on the blending board. Blended fiber will be used to
create unique rolags. Students will also learn to record color amounts and blending styles to create their
own record log or ‘recipe book’. This will help you create the colors you want in fiber so you can replicate
them as often as you like!
Required Skills: A basic knowledge of using a blending board would be helpful.
Students Should Bring: Blending board, dowel rod (if you
have one), Blending board brush(es). Students should purchase a fiber kit or
bring a minimum of 1 oz to 2 oz of colored of wool in the following colors:
yellow, orange, red, blue, green, purple, pink, black, and white. Sparkle and
specialty fibers are optional, This is a perfect chance to use leftovers and
small samples of fibers.
Materials Fee Includes: fiber and additives for blending, photos and handouts
Homework: none

Title: Wool Applique
Instructor: Grace McFetters Class Fee: $40 Materials Fee: $45
Date & Time: Saturday, 3/12/2022, 4:00pm-6:00pm Class Code:
Maximum # of Students: 12
Minimum Age: 16
Description: Learn to hand-stitch wool applique! This hand-sewing class is made to introduce
students to a new way to use wool! This class will teach students the basic stitches of applying wool
cut-out images to a wool background. Upon finishing the project, students will have a usable box with a
decorative lid!
Students Will Learn: Students will learn basic applique techniques using felted wool fabric, thread, and
beads. Student will also learn how to transfer designs onto freezer paper, plus basic applique stitches
including the whip stitch, running stitch, and blanket stitch. Decorative stitches will include french and
colonel knots, lazy daisy, and stem stitch.
Required Skills: Some hand sewing knowledge/experience is helpful, but not necessary.
Students Should Bring: Scissors – preferred brand: “Karen Kay Buckley Perfect Scissors” (Small and/or
Medium, Microserated), Pencil, Paintbrush, preferably flat head. I find a magnifying glass with light
attached can be super helpful! If you have your own collection of embroidery threads (perle cotton, floss,
and wool), please feel free to bring your own to add to your piece.
Materials Fee Includes: Kit includes wool, thread, freezer paper, needles, small wooden box, glue
Homework: none
Title: Beginning Tatting
Instructor: Anitra Stone Class Fee: $60 Materials Fee: $4
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 10:00am-1:00pm Class Code:
Maximum # of Students: 8
Minimum Age: 10
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Description: Gain a new "superpower" and learn how to take thread and space to create lace!
You get to be "knotty & nice" at the same time! Learn to make one of the most portable and durable types
of lace which can also be adapted for jewelry. It's knot just your grandmother's doilies anymore!
Students Will Learn: Students will learn how to shuttle tat by making the basic knot called a double
stitch, along with picots and rings, which are the building blocks of all tatted pieces.
Required Skills: Patience & nimble fingers. Understanding the properties of a hitch knot helps, but it's
not required.
Students Should Bring: n/a
Materials Fee Includes: Each student will receive 2 tatting shuttles loaded with 2 contrasting colors of
thread. The students can keep these.
Homework: none
Title: Sew a Coil Basket with Core-spun Yarn
Instructor: Grace McFetters Class Fee: $80 Materials Fee: $40
Date & Time: Sunday, 3/13/2022, 2:00pm-6:00pm Class Code:
Maximum # of Students: 20
Minimum Age: 15
Description: Make your own project basket using a coil sewing method! This project is hand stitched,
using super chunky core-spun yarn! This basket can hold your next knitting or crochet project, collapses
as you carry it along and can be customized for your specific needs and tastes!
Students Will Learn: Students will learn a basic sewing method to construct a coil basket which can be
applied to rope baskets and other materials.
Required Skills: Basic hand sewing skills helpful, but not required
Students Should Bring: Basic Hand sewing kit, embroidery scissors.
Materials Fee Includes: Includes 1 lb core-spun yarn and linen yarn, 2 chenille needles, needle threader
Homework: none
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